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ARGOS NAUTIC TO DEBUT 11' JET TENDER IN MIAMI 
 
 

Argos Nautic, builder of bespoke luxury tenders and day boats, will 

introduce its latest offering this February at the Miami Yacht Show. The 

330 JET is an 11' five-passenger waterjet-powered RIB that'll do a blazing 

48 mph. 

The powerful 330 JET is unlike anything in the marketplace. 

Designed from the ground-up to be powered by the Textron 850 MPE 

intercooled turbo four-stroke engine, its interior has the modern touches of 

elegance that Argos Nautic is renowned for. The finest components and 

subtle details are brought together with precision craftsmanship to create a 

boat of uncompromising luxury and outstanding performance. 

Like all Argos Nautic boats, the 330 JET is more than semi-custom. 

Every color and texture can be blended to create something as unique as 

its owner and a striking change from the ordinary. 

The 330 JET offers sumptuous seating with spacious storage for 

luggage, coolers and water sports equipment. With dual swim platforms 

and an integrated ladder, it makes the ideal day boat. 

With a beam of 5' 8" and minimal height, the 330 JET fits into many 

yacht and sailboat garages. It weighs a mere 750 lbs. fully rigged, 

including the integrated 10 gallon fuel tank. 
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"A new legend, the 330 JET is the perfect marriage of exquisite 

styling, thoughtful design and incredible performance," said Patrick 

Sullivan, Argos Nautic sales and marketing. "This doesn't raise the bar for 

a whole class of vessels, it shatters it." 

Since its inception, Argos Nautic has quickly risen to become the new 

standard of excellence for luxury tenders. It offers three models, ranging 

from 11' to 13' 6". 

Contact Argos Nautic, 1572 NW 165th St., Miami, FL 33169. 786-520-

4700. www.argosnautic.com. 

Editor's note: See the Argos Nautic 330 Jet at the Miami Yacht Show 
2018 (Collins Ave), in the G Marine stand, EX 9D. 


